Atola Insight
Data Recovery
Course length: 3 days

Learn Real-World
Data Recovery
Techniques
The techniques and methods presented in
this hands-on training will prepare the data
recovery specialist to use the Atola Insight
for repairing and extracting data from nonfunctioning hard drives.
Each student will learn the basics of evaluating a non-functioning hard drive using the
Atola Insight to determine the steps required
to bring the drive to a functioning state for
retrieving data.
This course focuses on the real-world processes required to access data on failing
hard drives using the Atola Insight. Students
will learn and work on the Atola Insight in
an actual small lab environment—Nothing
will be simulated. The course will include the
hands on evaluation and repair of Hard Disk
Drives, including:
1. Electrical problems and how to solve
them.
2. Physical damage to the hard disk drive.
3. Identifying and repairing firmware issues
with industry standard tools.
4. Identifying internal issues that prevent

data access.

This 3 day course
covers the following
topics:
 Introductory information
 Intro to the Atola Insight
 Diagnosing the nonfunctioning hard drive with
the Atola Insight
 Repairing hard disk drive
firmware issues
 Imaging with the Atola Insight
 Hands on lab topics include:




Diagnosing nonfunctioning hard drives
Firmware repair
Hard drive imaging

 Each Student passing the

end of course exam will
receive the Atola Insight
Certification.

Who should attend:
Anyone interested in learning the techniques of professional data recovery using
the Atola Insight.

Atola Technology Inc
351 Ferrier St. Suite 7
Markham ON L3R 5Z2
Canada

Atola Technology Certified
Training Partner

www.nfdrtc.net
For more information on
this course and other
courses offered at the
National Forensic Data
Recovery Training Center
contact us at

This includes:




IT professionals needing to expand their
services.
Data recovery specialists needing an
edge in their data recovery techniques.
Forensic specialists looking to expand
their ability to access data on hard disk
drives.

Course Prerequisites:
This course is a basic data recovery
course intended to provide students with
and understanding of how to conduct
successful data recovery using the Atola
Insight.
Persons attending this course should already be familiar with:



Windows Operating System
The basics of data recovery

info@nfdrtc.net
Mailing: 991 Bible Way #B
Reno, Nevada 89502 USA
(775) 323-DATA (3282)

Course Cost: $3350.00

